Secure Remote Connection Through Office1
A fast, simple, and secure remote access solution for small businesses

With the sudden need to adapt to current events, businesses must create a secure and productive remote network for employees to ensure operations remain running smoothly and safely.

As work environments are redefined, new security risks and challenges arise that offices must adapt to. Businesses must act quickly to implement the best remote work practices that ensure 24/7 system monitoring, improved workflow efficiencies in remote environments, and secured digital office operations amongst newly arisen threats.

How Does It Work?

With Office1 Secure Remote Connection, we will quickly set up remote access from any computer you have available. Whether it’s your child’s laptop or personal computer, our remote access truly allows your team to securely work from anywhere.

By installing this on your office computer, we’ll secure access between your home and business device via a web portal with complete data protection through a proprietary protocol and our AES-256 encryption algorithm that’ll scale with your company’s needs.

This gives your team access to:

✔ **Security & Controls.** Total threat protection and management with 24/7 monitoring. The system resides in one environment, giving you full security control for actions like session auditing.

✔ **Business Continuity.** Save valuable time and get employees back to work quickly.

✔ **Multiple Access Methods.** Accessible using any web browser, any device, and an internet connection.

✔ **Hardware Cost Savings.** No hardware updates are required and no VPN software to install or configure.

✔ **Attack Prevention.** Locks users out after a predetermined number of failed login attempts, foiling potential hackers from accessing your environments.

✔ **Easy Installation.** We handle everything & it only takes about 15 minutes per user to configure.

✔ **Month-to-month billing.** While most vendors require a year commitment, we’ll transform your traditional workplace with a subscription fee that lets you pay as long as you need it.
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